
WORKLOADS DRIVEN FOR 
THE MICROSOFT FIELD

■  E5
■  ACR

■  AAD
■  MEM

■  Defender
■  Sentinel

GOLD CERTIFIED
■  Security
■  Cloud Platform
■  Cloud Productivity
■  Collaboration  

& Content
■  Communications

■  Project & Portfolio 
Management

■  Data Analytics
■  Datacenter
■  Windows  

& Devices

SILVER CERTIFIED
■  Application 

Development 
■  Application  

Integration

■  Enterprise Mobility 
Management

■  Small & Midmarket  
Cloud Solutions

SPECIALIZATIONS
■  Adoption & Change Management
■  Security Threat Management
■  Information Protection & Governance
■  Identity & Access Management

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
■  Microsoft Security 

Technology
■  Azure Apps, 

Infrastructure,  
Data & AI

■  M365, O365
■  Teams and  

Teams Platform
■  Managed Security

ADVISORY SERVICES
■  Security Strategy 

and GRC
■  Technology

■  Business Change 
Enablement

■  IT M&A

INDUSTRIES SERVED
■  Agriculture
■  Architecture & 

Engineering
■  Consumer 

Packaged Good
■  Energy & Utilities
■  Financial Services

■  Government
■  Health Life Sciences
■  Legal Services 
■  Manufacturing & 

Distribution
■  Retail
■  Transportation

Most companies don’t struggle with their Zero Trust vision: verify and secure 
every identity, validate device health, enforce least privilege, and capture and 
analyze telemetry to better understand and secure the digital environment. Real-
time architecture adjustments often prove to be less clear. How should enterprise-
level firms pivot to effectively prioritize quick wins while not losing sight of long-
term goals? 

Ascent Solutions Zero Trust Launchpad provides the perspective and input 
needed to accelerate your current initiatives through a future lens. You will have 
an action plan for accelerating your portfolio of security projects in as little as 3 
weeks from kickoff.  

It clarifies the key questions needed to rationalize the order of execution against 
your portfolio of security technology projects:
■  How well does our current state conform to Zero Trust? 
■  What capability gaps exist, and how should we prioritize their remediation?
■  What is the right scope for the multiple initiatives needed to achieve our Zero 

Trust end goal?
■  How should we prioritize and sequence the initiatives to most efficiently and 

effectively achieve the business benefits of Zero Trust?

MOVING YOU FORWARD FASTER

Zero Trust Launchpad

Contact us today to learn more 
about Ascent Solutions.
■   meetascent.com
■   info@meetascent.com
■  612.439.9608

Phase 1:  
Collaboration
Current State 

Analysis

Conduct pre-analysis 
and collaborative work 
sessions to understand 

current maturity and 
capabilities through Zero 

Trust framework

Phase 2: 
Validation

Validate Client  
Observation and Gaps

Conduct a half day of 
working sessions to 

validate collaborative work  
session observations

Phase 3: 
Recommendations

Launchpad 
Presentation

Present prioritized Zero 
Trust initiatives and  
identify quick wins 

Deliverables 
■  Present rationalized portfolio 
■  Present identified quick wins
■  Present recommended next steps to 

progress against in-progress initiatives 

■  Discuss longer-term projects 
■  Create associated timing and  

budget estimates

ABOUT ASCENT
Ascent is the cybersecurity partner to SECURE, UNIFY, and MANAGE the 
enterprise. We are built to help firms evolve their cybersecurity posture, 
modernize their Microsoft solutions, and secure their journey to the cloud. 
Ascent provides organizations with the expertise needed to quickly move 
beyond technical constraints and focus on achieving business results.


